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Abstract 

Graphite filters have previously been employed based on petrol 
coke. Wetting between molten aluminium and graphite is 
studied. AI3C4 is formed at the interface between aluminium and 
graphite. In filtration of aluminium inclusions such as A13C4 
formed in the hall electrolysis are removed. Wetting between 
aluminium and A13C4 (graphite) is determined in kinetic studies 
in the higher temperature range 1000-1200°C. The results are 
extrapolated down to temperatures employed in the industry 
around 700°C. The contact angle between aluminium and 
graphite decreases with time. It may be divided into three stages: 
removal of an oxide layer on aluminium, formation of A13C4 at 
the interface, finally giving an equilibrium value for AI-AI3C4. 
This value is found to be around 126° at 700°C. 

Introduction 

Carbon filters have been industrialized as petrol coke filter-
DUFI during 1970-1985, known for removing hydrogen, 
alkaline metals and non-metallic inclusions in plants operated by 
the ALUSUISEE Group and elsewhere [1]. A13C4 is formed at 
the interface between aluminium and graphite. In filtration of 
aluminium, inclusions such as A13C4 formed in the hall 
electrolysis are removed. In this work, the wetting behaviour of 
Al-graphite system is investigated in order to answer the 
following two questions: 

1. Can carbon be the new filter material choice again, 
due to changes in price of carbon and on requirements 
for cleanliness of metal? 

2. What is the wetting behaviour between the A13C4 
inclusion and aluminium? 

In the last decades, several studies had been devoted to the 
wetting behaviour of the Al-graphite system [2-4]. As a reactive 
wetting system, it was agreed that 1) the final or steady contact 
angle is equal or very close to the equilibrium contact angle of 
the liquid on the reaction product [2]; Tomsia et al. [6] found 
that the wetting behaviour of the reaction product is governed by 
the formation of adsorption layers at the interface, rather than by 
the subsequent nucleation and growth of the reaction product; 2) 
wettability would not be improved by the chemical reaction 
itself. The inter-atomic force is not correlated to the Gibbs free 
energy as an exchange of atoms is involved in a chemical 
reaction [3]. The Al-graphite system has the peculiarity that 1) 
the final contact angle, è2 on reaction product A14C3 is much 
lower than the initial contact angle, è0 on the original substrate 
graphite; and 2) reaction product AI4C3 crystals are brittle and 
highly sensitive to moisture and thus promote accelerated 
fatigue crack growth rates in aluminium due to their hydrophilic 
nature [4]. 

The study of wettability of the Al-graphite system by the sessile 
drop technique gives rise to two main points. The first one is that 
liquid aluminium reacts with the graphite and forms AI4C3 at 
and close to the interface. Then wetting of the Al-graphite 
system is indeed the wetting of AI-AI4C3 system. The second 
one is that liquid aluminium is generally covered by an oxide 
layer which prevents it from wetting the substrate. The effect of 
this oxide layer on the wetting of Al- graphite system can be 
minimized if the pressure of system is lower than 10"8 bar and 
temperature is higher than 1000°C [5]. 

The wetting behaviour of the Al-graphite system in the 
temperature range 1000-1200°C under 10"8 bar vacuum is 
studied, and the wettability at aluminium casting temperature 
700°C is then predicted. The contact angle initially changes with 
time and finally approaches "an equilibrium value". This time 
dependent characteristic is vital for understanding the 
mechanisms of aluminium filtration by graphite filters. The 
wettability of A14C3 inclusions in liquid aluminium should be 
known to describe the inclusion removal. 

Experimental Procedure 

The contact angle of liquid aluminium on the graphite substrate 
was measured using the sessile drop technique. There are two 
typical sessile drop techniques reported in the literature. The 
first one uses contact heating — the metal and substrate are 
heated in contact and de-oxidation of the drop is attained by 
evaporation of the oxide layer; The second one applies capillary 
purification — the molten metal is dropped onto the substrate by 
extrusion through a graphite capillary which breaks the 
superficial oxide layer [6]. Since oxide layer exists in aluminium 
filtration, the contact heating method is used in this work. 

The experimental apparatus using the sessile drop method is 
schematically shown in [7]. The apparatus essentially consists of 
a horizontal graphite heater surrounded by graphite radiation 
shields, located in a water-cooled vacuum chamber. The 
chamber was fitted with windows to allow a digital video 
camera (Sony XCD-SX910CR, Sony Corporation, Millersville, 
MD) to record the shape of the droplet. The contact angles and 
linear dimensions of the images were measured directly from the 
image of the drop using the Video Drop Shape Analysis 
software (First Ten Angstroms, Inc., Portsmouth, VA). We 
assume symmetry of the drop. After the experiments, no 
asymmetry was observed. 

Drevet et al. [8] concluded that wetting kinetics is influenced by 
crystallographic factors of the substrate in Al- graphite system. 
Vitreous carbon, pyrolytic carbon, and graphite pseudo single 
crystals are studied in the literature [9]. In this work, 
experiments were carried out using the graphite (ISO-88) 
substrate and 99.999% pure aluminium. The average roughness 
of the graphite was 179.76nm. The aluminium rod with a 
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diameter of 2mm was cut into small pieces around 2mm in 
length, then polished by 500 mesh SiC paper and cleaned with 
ethanol in order to prevent further oxidation. The graphite 
substrate was dried in a furnace at 100°C before the 
measurement. 

When the wetting furnace attained the high vacuum of 10"8bar, 
the sample was quickly heated to 950°C in about 80s, then 
heated to 1000, 1100, and 1200 at the rate of 50°C/min, as 
shown in Figure 1. Although the furnace temperature overshoots 
to 1100°C at the first 80s, it does not affect the wettability at a 
lower temperature such as 1000°C, since the oxide skin holds the 
liquid metal at the beginning. In all of the experiments, the 
contact angle and dimensions of the drop were recorded during 
the isothermal period at 1000, 1100, and 1200 °C. Time=0 was 
taken to be the beginning of the isothermal period. 
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Figure 1 Example of the registered temperature for the 
experiment holding the sample at 1200 °C 

Results 

Wettability between aluminium and graphite at 1000°C as the 
function of time is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Three kinetic 
stages can be distinguished: the first stage, where the contact 
angle decreases rapidly (in 64 min) from the initial contact angle 
è0~152° to Èi~l 20°; the second stage where the contact angle 
continues to decrease to a relatively low value of è2~80°, but at a 
slower rate; and the third stage where the contact angle 
stabilized at è2 after approximately 500 min. The stable base 
diameter and the sessile volume allow the stable contact angle in 
the third stage to be measured. 

Similar three kinetic stages: (I) rapid decrease, (II) slow decrease 
and (III) stable contact angle at 1100°C are shown in Figure 4 
and Figure 5. The stable base diameter and the sessile volume 
guarantee the stable contact angle in the third stage. A lower 
stable contact angle is obtained in a shorter time at 1100°C than 
at 1000°C (See Table I). 

Efforts to obtain the Al-graphite contact angle at even higher 
temperatures, for example 1200°C, were made, as shown in 
Figure 6 and Figure 7. Unfortunately, the evaporation of 
aluminium at higher temperatures is so high that the aluminium 
droplet disappeared quickly. 

Experimental results of aluminium on graphite are summarized 
in Table I. 

Table I Results of aluminium on graphite 

Tempe-
rature 
1000°C 
1100°C 

Stage.I 
èï/° 
152 
157 

Stage.II 
è,/° 
120 
107 

Vmin 
64 
14 

Stage.III 
è2/° 
80 
62 

t2/min 
500 
209 
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Figure 2 Contact angle at 1000°C Figure 3 Sessile volume and base diameter at 1000°C 
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Figure 4 Contact angle at 1100°C Figure 5 Sessile volume and base diameter at 1100°C 
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Figure 6 Contact angle at 1200°C 
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Figure 7 Sessile volume and base diameter at 1200°C 

Figure 8 shows the presence of a continuous layer of reaction 
product, AI4C3 at the Al-graphite interface with a thickness of 
130um. The graphite-Al4C3 interface is rougher than the 
graphite substrate before the experiments and pores are present 
around some particles. Extra aluminium in the A14C3 layer and 
the discrete A14C3 particles indicates that the reaction proceeds 
by dissolution of carbon into aluminium. The final contact angle 
is determined by the AI-AI4C3 system. 

1 ] æ·* 

Figure 8 SEM micrograph of a cross section in an Al-graphite 
specimen cooled naturally after 250 min at 1100°C 

Discussion 

The three successive stages of wetting kinetics in Figure 2 to 
Figure 7 are discussed. 

Staze.I- De-oxidation of oxide layer 

The sharp decrease of the contact angle from è0 to èé on the Al-
graphite system is similar to the contact angle curve observed 
previously for A1-A1203 for the same stage in the same wetting 
furnace. This reduction is due to de-oxidation of the oxide layer 
according to reaction 

4Al{l) + Al203=3Al20(g) (1) 

This is effective when the outgoing flow of oxygen in A120 (g) 
is higher than the incoming flow of oxygen. The PTotai=i0"3 Pa 
(108 bar) in the furnace guarantees that PAi20 is lower than the 
equilibrium PAi2o=3.7><10"3 Pa at 1000°C [10]. Thus the wetting 
behaviour of the first stage is controlled by de-oxidation of the 
oxide layer on the aluminium drop. 

Stage. II- AhC± formation 

In the second stage from time ti to t2 in Al-graphite system, the 
spreading velocity is lower than the previous stage and the base 
diameter is a linear function with respect to time. This second 
stage does not exist in the non-reactive A1-A1203 system [5]. The 
interfacial reaction (2) has Gibbs energy of -136kJ/mol to -
102kJ/mol [11] at temperatures of 660 to 1300°C. The second 
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stage in Al- graphite system is controlled by the formation of 
AI4C3. 

4Al(l) + 3C(s) = Al4C3 

Stase.III- Stable contact ansie 

(2) 

The Al- AI4C3 system is formed at the end of the second stage in 
which a relatively stable contact angle is detected in the third 
stage. Good repeatability experiments at the same temperature of 
wetting property were observed. 

The contact angle initially changes with time and finally 
approaches an "equilibrium value". This system produces AI4C3 
at the end and the interface reaction product promotes the 
wetting. 

Empirical Calculation 

The equilibrium value of the contact angle È obeys the classical 
equation of Young: 

cos# = 
J AlAC3 (3) 

where oAi4C3> Winter» and oAj are the surface energies of AI4C3-
vapour, A14C3-A1, Al-vapour, respectively. We have not taken 
into account the effect of the curvature of the aluminium droplet 
[12, 13]. Most of the reported surface tension measurements 
pertain to "oxygen saturated" samples [14]. According to Mills 
and Su [14], the surface tension of oxygen saturated [14] molten 
aluminium can be evaluated: 

óÁÉ= 993.86-0AST(°C) inmN/m (4) 

Since the surface energy of A14C3 has not been reported in the 
literature, one may use the value of oAi4CrGinter to estimate the 
contact angle at lower temperatures. Figure 9 shows the OAucr 
óinter values as a function of temperature. It is obvious that the 
experimental data can be divided into two sets: those of Landry 
using the vitreous graphite substrate, the present measurements 
and those of Landry using single- and ploy-crystal graphite. 
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If we approximate the GAi4C3-cInter values as a linear function of 
temperature, the contact angle of AI-AI4C3 system at casting 
temperatures can be estimated using the following equation: 

cos È 
2.3T(°C)- 2125.3 (5) 

for this work, where 2.3 is the slope of Est-2. 
Figure 10 shows the calculated contact angle with the measured 
values at various temperatures. The contact angle between 
aluminium and A14C3 (single- and ploy-crystal graphite) at 
700°C is around 126°, which indicates that A14C3 (graphite) is 
not wetted by molten aluminium at the casting temperature. If 
the vitreous graphite is used, the contact angle reduces to 92° at 
700°C. This is reasonable due to the imperfectly crystallized 
form in vitreous graphite. 
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Figure 10 The calculated and measured contact angle vs. 
temperature for Al on various graphites 

Eustathopoulos et al. [15] found out that spreading during the 
interfacial reaction can be described by 

R-R0=Kt (6) 

Where Ro is the initial drop base radius at the start of the 
reaction and K is a system constant, independent of the drop 
volume. Figure 11 shows linear fitting of the base diameter in 
the second stage with fitting factor 92.6%. The experimental 
data in Figure 11 is a zoom of the second stage presented in 
Figure 5. The spreading rate of the triple line, K=d(diameter)/dt 
is equal to 1.53um/min in the second stage at 1100°C. The 
spreading rates are 0.87um/min and 7.46um/min at 1000°C and 
1200°C in the second stage. 

The sessile volume shows evaporation rates of 4.21nL/min, 4.33 
nL/min, and 28.39nL/min at 1000°C, 1100°C, and 1200°C in the 
second stage, respectively. 

As suggested with Ambrose et al. [16], the decay of the contact 
angle with time can be fitted empirically by an exponential form: 

è,-è2=(è0-è2)*÷ñ(-ß/ô) (7) 

Figure 9 aAi4C3-o*inter fittedt0 literature data [9] under 10" bar 
vacuum and this work 

where 0t is the contact angle at time t and ô is a characteristic 
time factor. 
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Figure 11 The base diameter vs. time at 1100°C 

When è0, è2 and ô are known, the time dependent property of the 
Al-graphite system can be estimated at the casting temperature. 
The initial contact angle è0, is not significantly altered by a 
change of temperature [9] and substrate since all the wetting 
start from non-wetting, assuming èï=160°. In this work, è0 is 
lower than 160° due to the several minutes holding before the 
time zero, as shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 10, è2=126° 
at 700°C. 

The characteristic time factor ô seems related to the de-oxidation 
time which depends on oxygen partial pressure. This needs 
further investigation. However, when we take ô= 23 min (the 
lowest de-oxidation limit from the literature [17]), the time 
dependent wetting behaviour of Al-graphite system at 700°C can 
be predicted and shown in Figure 12. Note that ô changes the 
decreasing rate of the contact angle, but not the final equilibrium 
contact angle. 
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Figure 12 The simulation curve of the contact angle for Al on 
graphite at 700°C 
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Figure 13 The adhesion work and the ratio Wa/Wc at 700 °C 

The adhesion work Wa (see Equ.(8)) and ratio of that with 
cohesion work Wc (see Equ.(9)) at 700°C are shown in Figure 
13. It shows that adhesion (attraction to dissimilar molecular) 
work is less than 25% of the work of cohesion liquid aluminium. 
This indicates that the A1-A14C3 (graphite) interface is 
energetically weak, which is due to covalent bonds of A14C3[6]. 

Wa=aLV{\ + vos9) 

W=2aJV 

(8) 
(9) 

The final contact angle is the contact angle between A14C3 and 
aluminium. A14C3 (2.36g/cm3 density, 0.5-25um dimension) is 
one of the most common inclusions in aluminium. The A14C3 
particles have been present in liquid aluminium for a long time 
before filtration. Therefore the contact angle of A14C3 particles 
and aluminium is believed to be constant 126° and the adhesion 
work is 357.8mJ/m2. A14C3 is not wetted by aluminium and it 
can be removed readily if aluminium wets with the filter 
material. 

A14C3 reacts with water vapour according to reaction: 

Al4C, + UH20 = 3CH4 + 4Al(OH)3 (10) 

Release of methane and A14C3 may be a reason not to use 
graphite as a filter in an industry environment. 

Conclusions 

1. The wetting behaviour of the Al-graphite system at 
temperature 1000-1200°C under 10"8 bar vacuum was 
investigated and the contact angle was extrapolated to the 
casting temperature 700°C. The equilibrium contact angle 
is 126° at 700°C for the Al -A14C3 (graphite) system. 

2. The wettability of the Al-graphite with respect to time can 
be divided into three kinetic stages: (I) de-oxidation of 
alumina layer, (II) A14C3 formation at the interface, and (III) 
the stable contact angle. 

3. Due to the poor wetting between A14C3 and molten 
aluminium at casting temperature, A14C3 inclusions can be 
captured by other filter materials having better wettabilities 
with liquid aluminium. 
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4. The hydrophilicity and A14C3 may be problems to use 
graphite as a filter material. 
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